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Abstract. Businesses, governments, and individuals leak confidential
information, both accidentally and maliciously, at tremendous cost in
money, privacy, national security, and reputation. Several security software vendors now offer “data loss prevention” (DLP) solutions that use
simple algorithms, such as keyword lists and hashing, which are too
coarse to capture the features what makes sensitive documents secret. In
this paper, we present automatic text classification algorithms for classifying enterprise documents as either sensitive or non-sensitive. We also
introduce a novel training strategy, supplement and adjust, to create a
classifier that has a low false discovery rate, even when presented with
documents unrelated to the enterprise. We evaluated our algorithm on
several corpora that we assembled from confidential documents published
on WikiLeaks and other archives. Our classifier had a false negative rate
of less than 3.0% and a false discovery rate of less than 1.0% on all our
tests (i.e, in a real deployment, the classifier can identify more than 97%
of information leaks while raising at most 1 false alarm every 100th time).
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Introduction

Modern enterprises increasingly depend on data sharing, both inside and outside their organizations. Increased sharing has led to an increasing number of
data breaches, i.e., malicious or inadvertent disclosures of confidential and sensitive information, such as social security numbers (SSN), medical records, trade
secrets, and enterprise financial information, to unintended parties. The consequences of data breach can also be severe: violation of customers’ privacy, loss
of competitive advantage, loss of customers and reputation, punitive fines, and
tangible monetary loss. The Ponemon Institute’s 2009 Cost of a Data Breach
Study found that a data breach costs an average of $6.6 million to an organization [26]. The Privacy Rights Clearinghouse lists almost 500 million records that
have been leaked in data breaches since 2005 [11].
Security vendors have begun to offer a raft of “Data Loss Prevention” (DLP)
products designed to help businesses avoid data breaches [37, 50, 53, 46, 45]. DLP
systems identify confidential data on network storage servers, monitor network
traffic and output channels to peripheral devices such as USB ports, and either
enforce data control policies or generate reports that administrators can use to
investigate potential breaches.

Although existing DLP solutions are quite sophisticated in detecting, capturing and assembling information flows, they are currently limited in their capability to recognize sensitive information. Many vendors offer solutions that rely on
keywords, regular expressions and fingerprinting, but these techniques alone cannot fully capture the organization’s secrets when it is re-phrased or re-formatted.
More elaborate and comprehensive human annotations and access control will
not solve the problem because they rely on users to encode in a machine-readable
form the sensitive contents of the message. This is simply infeasible for certain
types of data, too time consuming and too error prone. Security vendors now recognize[50] the need for DLP systems to learn and automatically classify sensitive
materials.
In this paper we develop practical, accurate, and efficient machine learning
algorithms to learn what is sensitive and classify both structured and unstructured enterprise documents as either public or private. Our scheme is practical
because enterprise administrators need only provide an initial set of public and
private documents. Our system trains a classifier using these documents, and
then uses the resulting classifier to distinguish public and private documents.
System administrators do not have to develop and maintain keyword lists, and
our classifier can recognize private information, even in documents that do not
have a substantial overlap with previously-observed private documents.
We summarize the results of our classifier on 5 testing corpora in Section 5
and compare the results with a baseline off-the-shelf classifier (Section 3). Our
classifier achieves an average false positive rate of 0.46% and an average false
negative rate of 1.6% on our testing corpora. The classifier also achieves a much
lower false discovery rate (FDR), i.e., the percentage of false alarms defined as:
F DR =

FP
TP + FP

raised by the classifier, than the baseline classifier. A low FDR is essential since
users will ignore a system that frequently raises false alarms. If we assume a
typical enterprise network (Section 5), then our classifier has an average FDR
rate of 0.47% compared to the baseline classifier’s average FDR rate of 16.65%.
These results demonstrate that our classifier can meet the demanding needs of
enterprise administrators.
In summary, this paper makes the following key contributions to the field of
enterprise data loss prevention.
– We demonstrate that simply training a classifier combining enterprise data,
both public and private, yields prohibitively high false positive rates on nonenterprise data, indicating that it will not perform well in real networks.
– We present a new algorithm for classifying sensitive enterprise documents
with low false negative rates and false positive rates. This algorithm employs
a new training technique, supplement and adjust, to better distinguish between sensitive, public and non-enterprise documents. Our algorithm scales
to real time enterprise network traffic and does not rely on any metadata.
– We construct the first publicly available corpora for evaluating DLP systems.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We briefly describe a typical
DLP system in Section 2 and discuss how our classifier fits into a DLP system.
We introduce our classification algorithms in Section 3 and describe our test
corpora in Section 4. We discuss our classification results in Sections 5 and 6. In
Section 7, we compare our work with related work. We conclude with a summary
and possible avenues of future work in Section 8.
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Data Loss Prevention Systems

In this section, we describe a typical DLP system’s building blocks and discuss how our proposed approach fits into the system. A DLP system aims to
protect three types of data in an enterprise: data-at-rest, data-in-motion, and
data-in-use. Data-at-rest is static data stored on enterprise devices such as document management systems, email servers, file servers, networked-attached storage, personal computers, and storage area networks. Data-in-motion is enterprise
data contained in outbound network traffic such as emails, instant messages, and
web traffic. Data-in-use is data being “used” by the enterprise’s employees on
end point devices, e.g., a file being copied to a USB drive.
Let us consider the definition of confidential for an organization. There certainly exist certain types of data such as Personally Identifiable Information,
e.g., names, credit cards, social security numbers, that should be confidential regardless of the organization. The definition becomes more difficult to articulate,
however, when we consider trade secrets and internal communications, which
may be unstructured. Broadly, we define secret as information generated within
the organization that is either not generally known, e.g., facts that can be found
in an encyclopedia or industry magazines, or contained in public materials from
the company. A DLP system will include some functionality to identify sensitive
information in one or more of the aforementioned data types.
A DLP system performs three broad steps to prevent enterprise data loss.
First, the system discovers the three types of enterprise data by scanning storage
devices, intercepting network traffic in real time, and monitoring user actions
on end point devices. Second, the system identifies confidential enterprise data
from the data discovered in the first step. Third, the system enforces enterprise
policies on confidential data. For example, the system may encrypt confidential
data-at-rest to prevent unauthorized use; the system may block confidential datain-motion from leaving the enterprise and may prevent confidential data from
being copied to a USB device.
A DLP system faces two operational challenges: performance and accuracy. In
an enterprise setting, the system should scan terabytes of data-at-rest, monitor
hundreds of megabytes of real time network traffic, and monitor user actions
on thousands of end point devices. The system should identify confidential data
accurately in a scalable manner without producing many false positives or false
negatives.
Current DLP products identify confidential data in three ways: regular expressions, keywords, and hashing. Regular expressions are used primarily to rec-

ognize data by type, e.g., social security numbers, telephone numbers, addresses,
and other data that has a significant amount of structure. Keyword matching
is appropriate when a small number of known keywords can identify private
data. For example, medical or financial records may meet this criteria. For less
structured data, DLP products use hash fingerprinting. The DLP system takes
as input a set of private documents and computes a database of hashes of substrings of those documents. The system considers a new document private if it
contains a substring with a matching hash in the database. Regular expressions
are good for detecting well-structured data, but keyword lists can be difficult to
maintain and fingerprint-based methods can miss confidential information if it is
reformatted or rephrased for different contexts such as email or social networks.
It is also unlikely that more sophisticated access controls and additional user
annotation will necessarily improve DLP products. First, it is likely that most
sensitive materials contain a fair amount of public knowledge. Former analysts of
the C.I.A. have noted that only 5% of intelligence was captured through covert
actions, meaning that 95% of information in these reports is derived from public
sources[24]. Therefore, assigning the privacy level to text copied and pasted
from such a document is not guaranteed be the correct action. Relying on the
users themselves to better identify and police sensitive materials poses several
complications. Users may find encoding sensitive material to not be trivial. Even
if the user has the ability to sufficiently define what is confidential in this system,
it is possible for the user to forget or make a mistake. Lastly, it may not be
feasible to expect that all users annotate their content consistently.
In this paper, we propose automatic document classification techniques to
identify confidential data in a scalable and accurate manner. In our approach,
the enterprise IT administrator provides a labeled training set of secret and nonsecret documents to the DLP system instead of keywords and regular expression.
We learn a classifier from the training set; the classifier can accurately label both
structured and unstructured content as confidential and non-confidential. The
DLP system will use the classifier to identify confidential data stored on the
enterprise devices or sent through the network.
Our approach builds on a well-studied machine learning technique, Support
Vector Machines (SVMs), that scales well to large data sets [30]. The classifier can meet an enterprise’s needs ranging from a small collection of a user’s
sensitive material to a large enterprise-wide corpus of documents. We assume
that the DLP system cannot access meta-data associated with documents, e.g.,
author, location, time of creation, and type. We also assume that administrators will only provide the document classifier with examples of confidential and
non-confidential materials. Employees and managers, therefore, can provide confidential documents directly to the classifier, alleviating the burden of collecting
a training set on IT administrators and minimizing their exposure to confidential
information.
The major drawback of confidential data identification schemes used in DLP
systems, including ours, is the inability of these systems to classify data they do
not “understand.” Encrypted data and multimedia content are examples of such

data. Loss of confidential data via encryption is relatively rare in practice, only
1 out of more than 200 data breaches use encryption [54]. Hence we leave the
challenges of identifying confidential data in encrypted content and multimedia
content as future work.
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Text classifiers for DLP

This section will discuss present our approach for building text classifiers for
Data Loss Prevention. We will begin by discussing the types of data a text
classifier will encounter with respect to prominence and privacy. We will then
describe our baseline approach for performance comparison. We will conclude
the section with our approach to building text classsifiers for DLP.
Enterprise networks and computers handle three types of data: public enterprise data, private enterprise data, and non-enterprise data. Public enterprise
data (public) includes public web pages, emails to customers and other external
entities, public relations blog posts, etc. Private enterprise data (secret) may
include internal policy manuals, legal agreements, financial records, private customer data, source code or other trade secrets. Non-enterprise data (NE ) is
everything else, and so cannot be described succinctly, but is likely to include
personal emails, Facebook pages, news articles, and web pages from other organizations, some of which may be topically related to the business of the enterprise.
We consider private documents to be confidential and require protection whereas
N E and public documents do not. From this high-level description, we can draw
several conclusions:
– Enterprise public and private documents are likely to be relatively similar
since they discuss different aspects of the same underlying topics.
– Many non-enterprise documents will share almost no features with enterprise
documents.
– Some non-enterprise documents may be quite similar to enterprise public
documents. For example, non-enterprise documents may include news articles about the enterprise or web pages from related organizations.
A DLP text classifier is thus faced with two contradictory requirements: it
must be finely tuned to enterprise documents so that it can make the subtle
distinction between public and private documents that discuss the same topic,
but it must not overfit the data so that it can correctly mark non-enterprise
documents as public. As explained below, our solution uses a two-step classifier
to solve this problem. The first step eliminates most non-enterprise documents
that have little in common with enterprise documents, and the second step uses
a classifier focused on documents related to the enterprise to make the finer
distinction between enterprise public and private documents.
3.1

Baseline approach

We are not aware of any previously published results on text classification for
DLP. We also could not test our solution against existing DLP solutions because

we could not verify if the software adhered to the constraints our classifier abides
to (e.g. no meta-data is associated with documents). We first developed a baseline
classifier to provide a basis for comparison and to garner insight into the structure
of the DLP text classification problem.
We performed a brute search evaluating multiple machine learning algorithms
and feature spaces known for their text classification performance for our baseline classifier, including SVMs [28], Naive Bayesian classifiers [35], and Rocchio
classifiers [35] from the the WEKA toolkit [20] to determine the best classifier
across all the datasets. We found that a support vector machine with a linear
kernel performed the best on our test corpora (described in Section 4). The
best performing feature space across all corpora is unigrams, i.e. single words,
with binary weights. We eliminated stop words, common words such as “is”
and “the”, and limited the total number of features to 20,000. If a corpus contained more than 20,000 unique non-stop words, we choose the 20,000 most
frequently-occurring non-stop words as our features. We use this configuration
as our baseline classifier for all experiments reported in Section 5.
An SVM trained on enterprise documents achieves reasonable performance
on enterprise documents, but has an unacceptably high false positive rate on
non-enterprise (N E) documents. The poor performance can be explained by
identifying weaknesses in the training approach. First, for two of our corpora,
the classifier was biased towards the secret class, e.g., its initial expectation was
most documents to be secret. And since many N E documents share very few features in common with secret documents, the classifier mislabeled these instances
because it had too little information to contradict its a priori expectation. The
second issue arose from overfitting of features. The public documents could not
alone capture the behavior of these features for non-secret documents. It will,
therefore, overweight certain features; we noticed common words like “policy”
and “procedure” being instrumental in the misclassification of N E documents.
3.2

Supplement and Adjust

To remedy overfitting and overweighting common features, we supplement the
classifier by adding training data from non-enterprise collections such as Wikipedia
[16], Reuters[33], or other public corpora. As we will show in Section 5, our
supplemental corpus does not need to be comprehensive. The presence of supplementary data does not train the classifier to recognize N E documents, but
prevents it from overfitting the enterprise data.
We use 10,000 randomly-selected Wikipedia articles and a 1,100 document
set featuring documents on finance, law and sport as our supplementary data set.
We labeled the supplementary articles as public during training. The supplement
classifier uses the same feature set as the baseline classifier and does not include
features found in the supplemental data set. This prevents the classifier from
using words from the supplemental data set to learn to distinguish enterprise
and non-enterprise documents.
Adding supplemental training data will likely introduce a new problem: class
imbalance. Supplemental instances will bias the classifier towards public docu-

ments because the size of this class will overwhelm the size of secret documents.
This will result in a high false-negative rate on secret documents. Therefore, we
need to adjust the decision boundary towards public instances. This will reduce
the false negative rate while increasing the false positive rate. For our classifier,
we measure the distance between the decision boundary and the closest, correctly classified public instance (either N E or public) and move the boundary
x% of the distance towards it, for some value of x. We chose x = 90%, although
we show in Appendix A that our classifier is robust and performs well when
50% ≤ x ≤ 90%.
The supplement and adjustment technique can be applied to train classifiers
tailored to both public and secret documents, with the supplemental instances in
both cases drawing from the same source, e.g., Wikipedia. Therefore, we denote a
supplement and adjust classifier as SAclass where class is either public or secret.
When training an SAsecret classifier, we combine public and N E documents and
adjust the boundary to the closest, correctly classified public or N E. An SApublic
classifier is constructed by combining secret and N E documents and adjust the
boundary to the closest, correctly classified secret or N E document. We employ
an SAsecret classifier as the first stage of our DLP text classification system.
3.3

Meta-space classification

The first-level classifier significantly reduces the number of false positives generated by N E documents, but not completely. These documents tend to contain
salient features of the secret class, but upon further inspection, clearly unrelated topically to confidential documents. Also, the number of false positives for
public documents increases. Therefore, we apply a second step to eliminate false
positives from documents labeled secret by the first step.
We address these remaining false positives in three ways. First, for a target
document, we will measure how similar it is to either the secret or public set of
documents. Second, we build classifiers specifically tailored for the public class.
Secret and public documents will likely overlap in content since they are topically related and may even discuss the same entities employing similar language.
Therefore, our system will attempt to learn what combination of features make
these documents public rather than secret. We can use the output of this classifier in conjunction with the first step to better gauge if a document should be
labeled secret or not. Lastly, we classify the target document based on the output of the similarity measures and classifiers (hence why we refer to this classifier
as a “meta-space” classifier). We use three classes (public, N E, secret) instead
of two classes (secret,¬secret) for this step. Three classes assist the classification
of secret documents because N E false positives exhibit different behaviors than
public false positives for these features, making classification much more difficult
if we group N E and public together.
To address the problem of topically unrelated documents being labeled as secret, we created two attributes, xtra.inf osecret and xtra.inf opublic , that measure
the percentage of words in a document that do not appear in any document from
the secret and public training corpora, respectively. These features are intended

to measure the overall dissimilarity of a document, d, to documents in the public
and secret corpora. For example, if d has a large value for xtra.inf opublic , then
it is very different from documents in the public training corpus. We can improve
the xtra.inf o features by ignoring words that occur commonly in English and
hence convey little contextual information. We compute for each word w an estimate, dfw of how often w occurs in “general” English documents. We can then
ignore all words that have a high dfw value. We used 400,000 randomly-selected
Wikipedia articles to estimate dfw for all words across all our training sets. If a
word in our training set never occurred in Wikipedia, we assigned it a frequency
of 1/400, 000. We then computed
S
ddf \ d0 ∈c d0
xtra.inf oc (d) =
|ddf |
where ddf = {w ∈ d|dfw ≤ df }. In our experiments, we used df = 0.5%.
The xtra.inf osecret attribute aides the classifier by giving some context information about the document being classified. If the test document is truly
secret, than we expect it to be similar to existing secret documents with respect
to non-trivial language (enforced by the df threshold). Table 4 shows that for NE
examples from the Wikipedia Test corpus, the xtra.inf osecret is quite high and
enables a second classifier to easily separate these documents from true secret
documents.
To better differentiate between public and secret documents, we train a
SApublic classifier. By combining secret and N E documents, the classifier will
better recognize which features correlate with public documents. On it’s own, the
output of the classifier will not necessarily exceed the performance of the SAsecret
classifier. But when combined with the output of SAsecret , xtra.inf opublic and
xtra.inf osecret , the classifier better discriminates between public and secret enterprise documents.
The usage of this meta-space classification is improved by using three classes
instead two (i.e. secret or ¬secret). Combining public and N E is not optimal
because we expect much different behavior for each of the attributes. N E documents will most likely have higher xtra.inf oprivate and xtra.inf opublic scores
than public documents and be classified ¬public by SApublic . This will negatively
affect classification for these attributes because the separability of these values is
diminished by grouping them together. Our SVM uses Hastie et al [21] pairwise
coupling algorithm for multiclass classification.
In summary, our meta-space classifier is trained four features: the outputs of
SApublic and SAsecret classifiers, xtra.inf opublic and xtra.inf osecret . We train
the classifier on the N E, public, and secret documents that were misclassified
by SApublic . N E and public documents are not combined together as in the
SAprivate classifier, but rather, assigned to one of three classes (N E, public and
secret) based on its prominence. To classify a new document, d, we first compute
SAsecret (d). If this classifier indicates that d is not secret, we mark d as public.
Otherwise, we compute SApublic (d) and xtra.inf opublic and xtra.inf osecret for
d and apply the meta-space classifier to obtain a final decision.

4

DLP corpora

We have created five corpora for training and evaluating DLP classification algorithms. To our knowledge, these are the first publicly-available corpora for
evaluating DLP systems. Constructing DLP corpora is challenging because they
should contain private information from some enterprise, but private information
is, by definition, difficult to obtain.
Three of our corpora – DynCorp, TM, and Mormon – contain private documents leaked from these organizations to WikiLeaks and public documents taken
from the organizations’ public web sites. We collected 23 documents from DynCorp, a military contractor, from their field manual for operatives. We obtained
174 web pages from their website [15]. WikiLeaks hosts 102 documents from
Transcendental Meditation, a religious organization, that include workshop instructions written by high-ranking members of the organization. We obtained
120 public materials from various TM affiliated websites [38]. The Mormon corpus includes a Mormon handbook that is not to be distributed outside of its
members. We split the handbook into 1000 character-long pieces and added two
other smaller supplemental organizational documents from the church available
through WikiLeaks. We split the document into smaller chunks since the handbook is the main document we could obtain from this organization, but it is
also one of the most sensitive documents the organization possesses. We took an
arbitrary split of 1000 characters since it should provide enough textual information for classification. We gathered 277 webpages from the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints website [42]. Note that our inclusion of texts from
religious organizations is not intended to denigrate these faiths, but because they
are documents that these organizations tried to keep secret.
Our Enron corpus contains emails released during the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission labeled by Hearst et al. [23]. Our data set only includes
“business-related” emails. Since Enron is now defunct, we used the Internet
Archive to obtain documents from its public website [3]. We were able to obtain
581 web pages.
The Google private document dataset consists of 1119 posts by Google employees to software-development blogs. Google collaborates with many opensource software projects, so much of its software development discussions take
place in public. If these same projects were conducted as closed source development, then these blog posts would be private, internal documents, so we treat
them as such in our dataset. 1481 public documents were taken from PR-related
blogs.
Finally, we include several corpora that are intended to represent non-enterprise
documents. We sampled 10K randomly selected Wikipedia articles and denote
it as the Wikipedia Test corpus. We also test the robustness of our classifier on
the Brown [2] (500 samples) and Reuters [33] corpora (10788).

DynCorp

TM

Enron

Mormon

Google

Classifier
FP FN FP
FN
FP FN FP FN FP FN
Baseline
0.0% 0.0% 2.5% 0.98% 0.87% 0.0% 0.72% 1.4% 1.8% 1.9%
Supplement
0.0% 8.0% 0.0% 11.0% 0.0% 5.0% 0.0% 0.3% 0.0% 3.7%
Supplement and Adjust 2.0% 0.0% 28.3% 0.0% 4.1% 1.2% 4.6% 0.0% 15.9% 0.3%
Two-step
0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.98% 0.87% 3.0% 0.36% 1.4% 1.0% 2.1%
Table 1. The false positive (FP) and false negative (FN) rates on the enterprise corpora
for each of our classification strategies. 11,100 instances and an adjustment of 90% are
used.

Non-enterprise False Positive Rate
Classifier
DynCorp Enron Mormon Google TM
Baseline
4.7% 87.2% 0.16% 7.9% 25.1%
Supplement
0.0% 0.01% 0.06% 0.0% 0.0%
Supplement and Adjust 0.26% 2.5% 0.1%
2.8% 0.93%
Two-step
0.0% 0.05% 0.0% 0.06% 0.01%
Table 2. The false positive rates on our Wikipedia false positive corpus for each of the
classification strategies.

5

Evaluation

A successful DLP classifier must meet several evaluation criteria. It must have
a low false negative rate (i.e. misclassifying secret documents) and low false
positive rate for any non-secret document. It should also achieve a low false
discovery rate. Furthermore, we need to show that our classifier is robust with
respect to its training parameters, in particular: the choice of the supplemental
corpus, the size of the supplemental corpus, and the degree of adjustment used
in the supplement and adjust classifier.
We present the results of our training strategy against a baseline classifier.
For all our classifiers, we tokenize all our datasets and use unigrams for features.
For a baseline classifier, we only train the classifier on enterprise documents using the binary weighting scheme. For the results presented in Tables 1 and 2,
we supplement the classifiers with 10000 Wikipedia articles and 1100 topical
articles and adjust the classifier to move the decision boundary 90% of the distance between the decision boundary and the closest correctly labeled public
instance. We use a document frequency of 0.5% to compute xtra.inf osecret and
xtra.inf opublic . We compute the false negative and false positive rates by performing a 10-fold cross validation on each of the corpora, and then determine
the false positive rate for N E documents by training the classifier on the entire
enterprise dataset and then classifying our Wikipedia false positive corpus.
The results of our classification tests show that our training strategy maintains low false negative and false positive rates on enterprise documents while
dramatically improving the false positive rate on N E documents. The baseline

Dataset

Baseline FDR Our classifier FDR

DynCorp
4.49%
0.00%
Enron
47.05%
0.92%
Google
8.99%
1.06%
Mormon
0.88%
0.36%
TM
22.06%
0.01%
Table 3. The False Discovery Rate of the baseline approach far exceeds our classifier,
implying that the baseline approach would fare poorly in real world networks whereas
ours would not raise much fewer alarms.

False Positive Rate - Reuters
1

0.8

0.8

0.6
Dyncorp
TM
Mormon
Google
Enron

0.4

0.6
Dyncorp
TM
Mormon
Google
Enron

0.4

0.2

0.2

0

False Positive Rate

False Positive Rate

False Positive Rate - Brown
1

0
Baseline
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SA

Classiﬁcation Strategy

Two step
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Supplement

SA

Two step

Classiﬁcation Strategy

Fig. 1. The false positive rates for each classification strategy. The two-step classifier
is able to maintain a low false positive rate across all the different corpora for each
non-enterprise corpora.

approach would be unusable in practice because of its high false positive rate on
N E documents.
In our results shown in Table 3, we assume the following traffic composition
in a typical enterprise network: 25% enterprise secret documents, 25% enterprise
public documents, and 50% non-enterprise documents. We believe that our approach will not engender “alarm fatigue”, whereas the baseline approach is likely
to overwhelm operators with false alarms.
The supplement and adjust classifier achieves a low false positive rate on
N E documents for several reasons. The supplement and adjustment classifier
did not rely on finding features that were strongly indicative of the public class.
This is a crucial benefit because the N E document set’s size is so large that
it would be impossible to create a set of features that were strongly indicative
of all possible public documents. In addition to relying less on features that
were indicative of public documents, the supplement and adjustment classifier
moves the expectation further towards the public class, which is in line with
our expectation of the problem outlined in the problem description. And by
performing an adjustment to the decision boundary, the classifier reduces the
false negative rate without increasing the false positive rate, when combined
with the second level classifier.

5.1

Effective training parameters

Figure 1 demonstrates that our classifier is robust with respect to the choice of
the supplemental corpus. Our supplemental corpus consisted solely of Wikipedia
documents but, as Figure 1 shows, the resulting two-step classifier has a low false
positive rate on N E documents drawn from drastically different corpora, such
as the Brown or Reuters news corpora. Thus, we can build a standard nonenterprise corpus that is used by all enterprises to train their DLP systems. The
corpus will not need to be customized for each enterprise or for each new form
of Internet traffic.
As expected, a larger supplemental corpus decreases the false positive rate
but increases the false negative rate as the classifier becomes more biased towards
public documents (see Appendix A for details). Note that Google is a clear outlier
in this evaluation. We suspect that this may be because the Google corpus is
the only artificial corpus in our data set. Recall that all the Google documents,
including the “private” ones, are in reality public documents, unlike our other
corpora which contain genuine private enterprise documents. The second step of
our approach remedies the errors made on public enterprise documents. We also
conclude that the supplemental corpus does not need to be too large – about
10,000 documents suffice.
We also investigated the effect of the adjustment value on the classifier. According to the graphs in Appendix A, an adjustment value of 0.5 provides a good
trade-off between increased false positives and false negatives in the supplement
and adjust classifier. However, since we added a second-level classifier that can
filter out many false positives, we chose an adjustment value of 0.9 in order to
achieve a slightly lower false negative rate.

6

Discussion

The algorithm presented in this paper should prevent accidental leakages of information, but how will it fare against intentional leakages? According to ProofPoint [44], most data leakages are accidental. The most common intentional leakage occurs when employees download sensitive information upon termination of
employment. Our method coupled with the DLP system’s ability to recognize
data flow from a trusted to an untrusted device should prevent these type of leakages. If the data were encrypted or re-encoded, this would exceed the capability
of our classifier. These more sophisticated attacks, fortunately, only account for
1 in 200 data breaches [54].
It is instructive to highlight key differences between our solution and existing semi-supervised and class imbalance solutions. Our algorithm is a supervised
learning approach: all examples are labeled. During training, the classifier will
know if the enterprise document is confidential or not. Since supplemental training instances do not come from the enterprise, these instances are labeled opposite from the class we wish to train on, e.g., for the SAprivate classifier, these
supplemental instances are labeled as public. For the purposes of our algorithm,

we focus on recognizing sensitive information that either it has either seen before or is similar to an existing confidential document. In the future, we hope to
explore how the system can infer if a document is sensitive if it has zero training
data to support this decision (possibly relying on metadata).
Our study demonstrates that DLP systems face an inherent class imbalance
issue: nearly all documents that exist are outside the organization and are not
sensitive. To train a classifier on this class is simply infeasible because of its
size. Our key insight into this problem is recognizing that our classifiers needed
to be trained to effectively learn what is secret, and not rely too heavily upon
features that were correlated with non-secret documents. The problem of class
imbalance has been studied and work in this area is discussed in Section 7. Once
we recognized that class imbalance would be an issue for achieving maximal
performance, we tried many of the approaches listed in the Section 7, but found
that they were ineffectual on this specific problem.
Our approach is unique from other class imbalance techniques because we attempt to better determine which features correlate with sensitive information by
adding additional samples that express a diverse usage of language. We cannot
say how well this technique will extrapolate to other machine learning problems, but it is applicable to our specific problem of generating a classifier robust
enough to perform well in the presence of many unrelated documents. To the
best of our knowledge, using supplemental data (not synthetically generated) to
generate negative examples has not been applied to the class imbalance for text
classification.
An important design decision in this algorithm was to restrict the vector
space to features included only in secret and public documents. The reasoning
behind this decision is related to the class imbalance aspect of this problem. Since
the number of non-secret documents is so large, adding additional features to
the vector space would have resulted in overfitting because those features would
factor prominently into classifying N E documents in the training step. The
classifier may not accurately reweight features that secret documents share with
non-secret documents. And since it would be impossible to provide the classifier
with training representative of everything that is N E, the classifier would be
more likely to generate false positives.
The xtra.inf o attribute performs exceedingly well in maximizing separability
between N E and secret documents, as shown in Table 4. Contextual information is quite important because we have limited our vector space to only enterprise documents, which these terms are assumed to be related to the knowledge
domain of the enterprise. Using a unigram vector space, we lose contextual information that may help counteract the effect of polysemy that contributes to the
misclassification of N E documents. Our xtra.inf o attribute is effective in the
second level of classification in providing contextual information to disambiguate
between secret and N E classes and is easily computable.
The techniques of our algorithm performed well for many different different
types of media and organizations. One limitation in creating our DLP corpora is
that it the documents for each organization do not represent the entirety of its

Mean xtra.inf osecret Dyncorp
Enron
Google
Mormon
TM
Secret documents 0.54 (0.10) 0.83 (0.09) 0.70 (0.15) 0.49 (0.15) 0.66 (0.11)
N E documents
0.96 (0.03) 0.99 (0.02) 0.98 (0.04) 0.95 (0.08) 0.99 (0.02)
Table 4. This table presents the means for the xtra.inf osecret attribute for each of our
private corpora and the document classes secret and N E. The significant differences
between the means for these classes suggest that this attribute will aide the classifier
in distinguishing N E documents from secret.

operations. It was not feasible to either find or build a corpus of this nature because of the risk for corporations assembling and releasing this data. We believe,
however, that since our algorithm performed well in many different instances,
it will perform well enterprise wide. Depending on the size and structure of the
organization, multiple classifiers can be built for each of the different departments and group. Text clustering can also assist in building cogent collections of
documents to train and build classifiers. And since the classification techniques
we use are not computationally expensive, the penalty for evaluating multiple
classifiers is not prohibitively greater.
The system described in this paper will most likely be part of a larger enforcement framework that will defend the network from intrusions and malware.
Administrators will need to provide instances of secret and public documents
because the training of our system is supervised. This collection of samples, however, should not be difficult to obtain because it can be automated and does not
require further annotations. Employees can designate folders on storage devices
that contain either secret or public documents or manually submit examples
through a collection facility, e.g, email or web-based system. Depending on the
enterprise policy enforcement guidelines, messages that the classifier suspects to
be secret may prompt the sender to reconsider, queue the message for an administrator to review, or simply block the transaction. The toolkit we implemented
will be made available from the author’s website.
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Related work

Automated document classification is a well studied research area. Research in
the document classification field dates back to 1960s [36, 6]. The use of machine
learning in text classification, however, became popular in the last two decades.
Sebastiani provides an excellent overview of the area: he describes various text
categorization algorithms, approaches to evaluate the algorithms, and various
application of automated text categorization [48]. The proliferation of digital
documents and the explosion of the web has given rise to many applications of
document classification, e.g., automatic document indexing for information retrieval systems [18], classification of news stories [22], email filtering to classify
emails into categories [12], spam filtering to identify spam from legitimate email
messages [1], automatic categorization of web pages [4, 8], and product review

classification [51]. The research community has explored many different machine
learning approaches for text categorization, e.g., Bayesian classifiers [1, 34, 32],
decision trees [7], k-nearest neighbors [14], neural networks [41], regression models [17], and support vector machines [29]. Researchers have also experimented
with the idea of combining multiple classifiers to increase efficacy, most notable
being Schapire et al.’s boosting approach [47].
We utilize Support Vector Machines, a powerful margin-based classification
and regression technique introduced by Cortes and Vapnik, in our classifier [13].
Joachims applied SVMs to the text classification task [28] and identified properties of text categorization that makes SVMs suitable for the task. For example,
text categorization has to deal with large numbers of features, as words present
in a document are considered the document’s features. Feature selection is a
traditional approach to select a few relevant features from many. In the case of
text, however, most features are relevant. Hence a good text classifier should be
able to handle many features. SVMs can handle large numbers of features due
to overfitting protection. Also, SVMs are good linear classifiers and many text
categorization tasks are linearly separable.
Text classification for DLP presents difficulties that standard classifiers cannot solve because of the lack of a proper training set. It is difficult to supply
the classifier with an adequate representation of what should be public (i.e.,
not secret). Therefore, this paper addresses the precise problem of an unrepresentative dataset for text classification with the techniques of supplement and
adjust, xtra.inf o, and utilizing a two-step classifier. Other research has focused
on related topics.
Accurate text classification in the case of limited training examples is a challenging task. Joachims used a transductive approach to handle the problem [31];
his approach focuses on improving the classification accuracy of SVMs for a
given test set. Blum and Mitchell introduced a co-training approach to categorize web pages [5]. They improved classification accuracy by adding a larger
number of unlabeled examples to a smaller set of labeled examples. Toutanova
et al. demonstrated the use of hierarchical mixture models in the presence of
many text categories [52].
Researchers have also investigated mitigating the effect of class imbalance on
classification performance [10]. Both oversampling and undersampling classes in
the training instances has been widely investigated. The sampling can be random
or directed. Synthetic generation of examples for underrepresented classes has
also been explored and combined with under and over sampling [9]. One class
learning classifiers have been proposed to improve classification for target classes
where examples are relatively scarce compared to other classes [27]. An instance
is compared with training examples in terms of similarity to determine whether
the instance is a member of the target class. Lastly, feature selection techniques
can improve classification of underrepresented classes because high dimensional
data may overfit or be biased towards the majority classes [40].
Several projects have used Wikipedia to enhance text classification, particularly where context is unavailable due to the brevity of the text to be classified

[19, 43, 25, 39]. Gabrilovich et al. [19] first proposed transforming a document
into its representation in Wikipedia topic space. Others have modified this basic
idea by including topic hyponomy and synonymy [25] or performing LSA on this
topic space [39]. Others have investigated using Wikipedia to determine relatedness between texts, particularly short texts [49]. To our knowledge, no one has
investigated using Wikipedia explicitly to augment their training corpus.
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Conclusion and Future Work

This paper presents a simple, efficient, and effective way to train classifiers and
perform classification for Data Loss Prevention. In doing so, it presents the first
corpora for the DLP task. Our results indicate a naive approach to training
a classifier, solely on documents from the enterprise, will lead to a high false
positive rate on unrelated documents, indicating poor real world performance.
The paper presents a novel technique, supplement and adjust, which reduced
the false positive rate for documents unrelated to the core business function.
We plan to further study the efficacy of our text classification approach by
deploying it on existing private, enterprise and governmental networks. We will
also look to expand our approach to include encrypted and multimedia content.
In this work, we only consider the content of a document to render a decision.
We would like to investigate what meta data associated with the content could
be used to improve classification.
Lastly, not all secret documents in the world are written in English. We
will hope to expand our private corpus in the future to include non-English
sources. Our intuition is that many language processing techniques developed to
handle language specific obstacles should be applied to the processing of these
documents. We will also have to adjust our supplemental corpus accordingly to
provide realistic behavior for N E feature behavior.
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Effects of Supplement and Adjustment
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The effect on the false negative and false positive rates for our corpora when supplementing
the training instances with Wikipedia examples. For the Mormon corpus, the effect of
adding any supplemental instances seems to affect the classification of the same documents.
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